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It is my pleasure to share the following report on the activities of the Maggie Walker Governor’s 
School for Government & International Studies (MLWGS) School Advisory Council (SAC) for the 
2022-2023 academic year. This year, SAC was comprised of nineteen members who provided a 
range of perspectives on matters related to the enhancement of the school, its culture, and its role in 
the broader region. SAC representatives included:  
 

6- Parents (representing various school districts)  
4- Students (2 juniors, 2 seniors) 
4- Faculty and Staff 
3- Director’s Appointees (one faculty, one parent, one alumnus) 
1- Gifted Coordinator 
1- Administrative Representative  

 
SAC members met as a full group six times this academic year. Committees were formed and tasks 
were identified at the outset of the year, and committee members met in small groups regularly 
throughout the year to identify and accomplish near-term goals and to monitor progress toward 
long-term goals established by the MLWGS Strategic Plan. This year’s committees included the 
following: 
 

• Nominations and Bylaws  
• Policy and Curriculum 
• Culture and Student Engagement 
• Strategic Marketing Plan 
• Prospective Students Early Engagement 
• Measurement and Methodology Team  

 
In addition to work accomplished in committees, the SAC is available to the Regional School 
Board and the school administration for ad-hoc advisory services. At its September meeting, four 
SAC members agreed to serve on an ad hoc Measurement and Methodology Team if advisory 
requests arose during the calendar year. While the SAC did not receive any such requests during 
2022-2023, I would advise that SAC members continue to form a Measurement and Methodology 
Team again in 2023-2024.  
 
A summary of the work accomplished by each committee is outlined below. 
 
Nominations and Bylaws 
 
There were no requests for review or changes to the bylaws this year. Given that the bylaws were 
updated most recently in 2018, the committee recommends that they be reviewed for potential 
revisions in the upcoming academic year.  
 
This year concluded the service term for two parents (Rachel Gable, Leigh Anne Ratliff), one 
faculty (Dr. Rachel Loving), and two students (Sean Fang, Audrey Paulson). Faculty representative 
Ed Coleman spearheaded the nominations, interview, and selection process to replace departing 



SAC members. Mr. Coleman and committee members interviewed candidates in the month of 
April, and the full SAC committee voted on new members during its May meeting. Parents Asima 
Chakravorty and Allison Dunnaway, and students Sophia Watson and Sonia Chornodolsky were 
invited to join SAC for 2023-2024. The selection process to replace outgoing faculty has been 
scheduled for August 2023. Director’s Appointees Lynn Pleveich, Matteo Carter, and Laura 
McCoy all agreed to serve again in the 2023-2024 year on one-year renewable terms.  

Policy and Curriculum 

The SAC Committee on Policy and Curriculum has worked the last two academic years (2021-
2022, 2022-2023) to examine and produce recommendations related to course labeling and 
weighting at MLWGS. Through its subcommittee on grading and weighting, the committee 
gathered feedback from students and colleges through two surveys (see attached results summaries 
for the student survey and college survey) and partnered with a faculty committee to develop a 
recommendation to create a new course label, called “Intensive,” to replace the current label, 
“University,” to better describe courses requiring exceptional commitment and intense work at or 
above the Advanced Placement or Dual Enrollment level. This new label acknowledges and 
rewards the additional rigor expected of students and comes with an additional one-point grade 
weight. All “Intensive” level courses will include a discipline-appropriate culminating assessment 
(e.g. research paper, presentation, portfolio, exam, or other capstone project) from which no 
student may be exempt. Teachers interested in having their challenging honors courses re-labeled 
as “Intensive” with a 1.0 weight worked with their Department Chairs to formally request approval 
for the label change in January 2023. Courses approved by the administration were announced 
prior to the start of spring registration. The new label was announced to the Regional School Board 
at the January 2023 meeting and introduced to students during course scheduling assemblies during 
the week of January 23rd, 2023. The 2023-2024 Course Catalog will be the first year to introduce 
the new “Intensive” level offerings. The SAC Committee on Policy and Curriculum plans to 
continue liaising with faculty and administrators to assess the extent to which the new course label 
achieves its aim.  

A general summary of the process and final recommendations concerning course labeling and 
weighting is attached here.    

School Culture and Student Engagement 

This committee continued its mission of creating a more accepting and inclusive environment at 
MLWGS by facilitating new events and activities for students and teachers. Student feedback was 
solicited regarding decreasing barriers to student participation via a student survey conducted at the 
annual Fall Festival event. Inclusive activities included designing cultural heritage displays for 
Native American Heritage Month, African American History Month, and Women’s History Month 
as well as facilitating student engagement opportunities for African American History Month and 
Women’s History Month. To round the year off, the subcommittee expanded its efforts by assisting 
in Dare to Be a Dragon Day. During this event, 200 fifth graders from our partnering districts 
visited MLWGS to engage in a variety of activities that illuminated our school’s vibrant culture.  

Strategic Marketing Plan 

The Strategic Marketing Plan Committee met several times throughout the year to strategize ways 
to excite and engage prospective students about Maggie Walker’s unique culture and curriculum. 
While several methods were discussed, the committee ultimately decided on the creation of a flier 
to be distributed to middle schoolers. The flier was drafted and given to members of Maggie 



Walker’s administration for feedback and is currently in its final stages before it is ready for 
distribution. Additionally, the committee discussed ways in which Maggie Walker administration 
could assess middle schoolers’ engagement and knowledge about Maggie Walker and considered 
whether this would be best done through a middle school counselor survey or a middle school 
parent survey. Moving forward, the committee hopes to begin the distribution of the flier and 
continue to create resources to increase middle school engagement and participation. 

Prospective Students Early Engagement  
 
During the 2022-23 school year, this committee developed a wide array of ideas to shine a light on 
all that Maggie Walker has to offer to better inform and attract younger students. The group laid 
the groundwork for the execution of larger-scale projects next year, namely an activities fair 
featuring high-interest MLWGS clubs geared toward older elementary school students and younger 
middle school students. Committee members met with and sought input from student club leaders 
and concluded that an Activities Fair facilitated in conjunction with SAC members is a feasible 
strategy for prospective students’ early engagement. While this idea for a Fair was not executed 
this year, the committee proposes to develop a strategy and timeline for such an event in the 
upcoming calendar year. Committee members also began working with the Strategic Marketing 
Plan subcommittee to develop an informative, tangible resource covering the highlights of Maggie 
Walker’s history and community that clubs visiting local elementary schools can distribute. 
Overall, this group successfully identified and outlined solutions to the various obstacles detracting 
from a wider applicant pool, providing a strong launching pad for the committee’s work in the next 
year. 
 
Measurement and Methodology Team  
 
This ad hoc committee was formed to respond to ad hoc requests from the school administration or 
from the Regional School Board, as well as to serve as methodology experts as SAC continues to 
refine its research aim in support of school enhancements.  
 
Year-End Business: Selection of 2023-2024 Officers 
 
The SAC is fortunate to have exceptionally qualified and engaged members committed to serve in 
the upcoming year. Officers for the upcoming year are selected among continuing members at the 
final business meeting of the current year. During its May meeting, the SAC received nominations 
and voted to elect officers for 2023-2024. The following SAC members were elected to officer 
roles: parent Julie Solomon - Chair, parent Bethany Brady Spalding - Vice Chair, teacher Dr. 
Christine Anderson - Secretary, and teacher Sam Ulmschneider - Historian. These four current 
SAC members share a wealth of knowledge that will serve the larger school community and the 
SAC well in the new academic year.  
 
We thank the 2022-2023 officers for their service and acknowledge the important work they 
accomplished, all while laying the groundwork to achieve long-term goals in the years to come. 
Outgoing officers Rachel Gable – Chair, Dr. Rachel Loving – Vice Chair, and Leigh Anne Ratliff 
– Secretary concluded their terms as SAC members this spring. Outgoing officer Dr. Lisa Williams 
– Historian will continue on SAC in 2023-2024; her guidance will provide valuable continuity and 
perspective for the newly elected officers as they establish objectives for the year.  
 
Looking Ahead 
 
The SAC maintains a high level of commitment to the MLWGS community with its thoughtful 



guidance developed through iterative and collaborative engagement with the school’s many 
stakeholder groups. We thank all the outgoing members and officers for their impressive efforts 
this year, and we look forward to a great year ahead with incoming members and a new officers. 
We would like to take a moment to congratulate our graduating seniors, Sean Fang and Audrey 
Paulson, as they say farewell to Maggie Walker and set their sights on exciting possibilities in 
college. Both Sean and Audrey led committees and provided tremendous insight, guidance, and 
leadership during their two years on SAC. As with so many of our high school members, their 
work was both impressive and inspiring. When we think about SAC’s role in the larger school 
community, we are pleased that students and parents continue to show a strong interest in the work 
of SAC, and we take our advisory responsibility seriously in the spirit of enhancing the school. We 
view this organization as special in large part because of the diversity of opinion and the thoughtful 
recommendations provided by students, faculty, administrators, parents, and key stakeholders 
within the community. I would like to conclude this report by echoing the remarks of Michael 
Larkin, the 2021-2022 SAC Chair, in last year’s end of year report, “We’ve developed a culture of 
collaboration, inclusion, and respect over the last several years, and I look forward to seeing an 
even greater impact of the School Advisory Council in the future.” 
 
I would like to close by encouraging the Regional School Board to continue leveraging the School 
Advisory Council for input and recommendations. On behalf of the entire SAC membership, thank 
you for the opportunity to serve MLWGS and its constituents.



 





College Survey on Curriculum 


Purpose 


The purpose of the College Survey on Curriculum is to gather feedback from college representatives on 
Maggie Walker Governor School’s existing curriculum rigor and future considerations for course labeling 
and weighting. This survey, combined with the student survey on curriculum challenge, will guide the 
School Advisory Council’s (SAC) recommendations for updated course labeling and weighting at MLWGS. 


Executive Summary 


College representatives consistently recognized the “all-honors” program at Maggie Walker Governor’s 
School (and other selective programs) as a more rigorous option for student learning than a zoned high 
school. While Advanced Placement, Dual Enrollment, and Honors courses continue to be the most 
recognizable labels to colleges, many college representatives will look to our school profile and 
counselor ratings/explanations for guidance on the rigor of our courses if given other labels. Despite 
this, MLWGS not weighting some of its most challenging honors courses does have the potential to 
adversely impact students in the selection process for admission, scholarships, and honors programs, 
according to nearly a quarter of respondents. The majority of respondents preferred receiving clear and 
quantifiable measure to MLWGS’ most challenging courses. While this report will recommend changes 
guided by feedback from college representatives and students, quotes such as the one below from a 
highly selective, 4-year, out-of-state, private institution confirms our program’s reputation for rigor and 
student preparedness: 


“We perceive the school as having the most rigorous curriculum of schools in the region, so I do 
not feel your students are in any disadvantage in the current system you use. The applications we 
receive from MLWGS are very appropriate in the applicants' preparation.” 


While much of the feedback supports more clearly defined course labeling and weighting to ensure 
students at MLWGS are considered for every possible opportunity, the survey results indicate that the 
program at MLWGS is recognized for its curriculum rigor. 


Method 


The survey was developed by members of the School Advisory Council (SAC) subcommittee on Policy 
and Curriculum. Over 150 college representatives from 146 post-secondary institutions that had visited 
MLWGS either in-personal or virtually over the last three years were emailed a 14-question survey. 
College representatives were given nine days to respond with one email reminder, which yielded a 
response rate of 31.5%. Each question gave an opportunity for either a yes, no, or a text response. There 
were 46 completed surveys from public and private 4-year institutions from both inside and outside 
Virginia. The sample included highly selective institutions, several (11) with admit rates of less than 25%. 


  







 


Results by Topic 


Selective High School Programs 


College representatives responding to the survey overwhelmingly confirmed (86%) that students who 
select to attend an admission-based high school with an all-honors curriculum are considered to have 
selected the more rigorous path. Five representatives did comment that students’ rigor is assessed 
within the context of their high school. The following comment best explains this sentiment, 
acknowledging that students at other schools are not penalized for not attending a selective program: 


“It is a benefit if the program they opted into is more rigorous than what is offered at their zoned 
high school. However, if they maximize the curriculum offered at their zoned high school and do 
quite well within the context of that particular school, they can still be very competitive within our 
process. Our holistic admissions process focuses on the context of the respective school so not 
to disadvantage any of our applicants regardless of where they attend school.” 


      -Anonymous, 4-year, non-Virginia, public institution 


 


Considered MLWGS students have selected more rigorous path 


Advanced Placement Courses 


Approximately 40% of college representatives acknowledged that Advanced Placement courses will be 
considered the highest level available regardless of the weighting offered to other classes. Several 
respondents acknowledged factoring in feedback from the counselor or looking for the designation of 
“college level.” Others mentioned that “honors” designation is also wrapped in to their designation of 
most rigorous and/or acknowledged referring to the school’s designation of which courses are “most 
rigorous” in each subject area.  


 


Consider AP courses the most rigorous 


Dual Enrollment Courses 







Interestingly, 62% of respondents reported that Dual Enrollment courses offered through a 4-year 
university were not considered more rigorous that those that take through a 2-year university. One 
respondent explained that Dual Enrollment courses are given a “1 point” rating in their process 
regardless of the partner institution and another reiterated that their institution does not compare high 
schools. Other respondents (3) commented that the rigor rating depends on the Dual Enrollment course. 


Although not specifically asked, one respondent confirmed that Dual Enrollment courses can considered 
as rigorous as Advanced Placement courses if they are weighted the same and/or clearly indicated on 
the school profile (which they are). 


 


Consider Dual Enrollment partnership with 4-year institution more rigorous 


University-Level Courses 


Approximately 64% of respondents said that our university-level courses would receive the same 
consideration as AP and DE courses if they were weighted the same. Eight respondents added caveats 
that they would need to be designated as such on the school profile (which they are). Approximately 
12% said they would not consider university-level courses as rigorous as AP and DE options. One 
respondent said that their institution would need more information about these courses before making 
that decision. 


 


Consider university-level courses as rigorous as AP/DE if weighted the same 


School-Developed Courses 


Three questions addressed non-weighted, school-developed courses that provide a “deep dive” into 
particular interest areas that are anecdotally more rigorous than traditional honors courses. When 
asked if students would be penalized for selecting these courses over weighted options as a part of 
their gifted learning path, 63% of respondents said “no.” While only two respondents said “yes,” 
several respondents offered comments that indicated that without a weighted designation, a course 
would not be recognized as being “most rigorous,” and one responded commented that it could 
negatively impact students within the scholarship selection process because the GPA would not be as 
high. Schools that only looked at unweighted GPA said that would not be a negative factor as long as the 
rigor of these courses was clearly explained by the counselor and/or school profile. 







Sixty-three percent of respondents said that explanation offered by the counselor in a letter of 
recommendation are helpful; however, some institutions do not require or will not read letters and/or 
anecdotal information will not impact GPA recalculations. When asked if extending weighting to the 
courses mentioned above would provide both clarity and quantifiable measure to those courses’ 
rigor, 82% said “yes.” One respondent acknowledged that their institution recalculates all GPA’s to an 
unweighted scale, so weighting those courses would provide clarity, but no quantifiable benefit to the 
recalculated GPA. The follow comment acknowledges that the reputation of MLWGS may speak for itself 
without adjusting the current weighting system: 


“It could [help], though may not be necessary: through years of data we are able to keep track of 
the rigor of high schools and can pretty well know when students are going through challenging 
curriculums even without weight added.” 


     -Anonymous, 4-year, non-Virginia, public institution 


 


                                    


Penalizes for taking non-weighted courses  /  Will consider counselor explanations /  Prefers clear, quantifiable measure of rigor 


Pre-AP and Plus-Level Courses 


Approximately 70% of respondents said that the label of “Pre-AP” or “Plus” provided the information 
needed for the course to be recognized as more rigorous, particularly if also designated on the school 
profile (which they are). One respondent noted that their institution would apply weight to these 
courses even though MLWGS did not give it and another college suggested that, if not clearly defined, 
pre-AP or plus-level courses are at risk of being considered less rigorous. One respondent offered a 
more general comment about pre-requisite courses: 


“Generally speaking, course designations in isolation don't significantly impact a student’s review. 
Rather, it's the student’s total curriculum as compared to other applicants from the same high 
school over a period of time. If Pre-AP courses are a typical step towards more AP and other 
advanced courses, it's more likely for that progression of rigor to help a student than it is for some 
unweighted courses to hurt them.” 


     -Anonymous, 4-year, non-Virginia, public institution 







 


Considers pre-AP and plus courses more rigorous than regular honors even though not weighted 


Honors Courses 


When asked if MLWGS not weighting any of its honors courses could potentially negatively impact a 
student in their institution’s application review process, scholarship, or honors program selection, 
approximately 64% said “no,” nearly 25% said “yes,” and the remaining respondents said that it may 
not matter because of how they recalculate GPA or if it is clearly explained on the school profile. Some 
comments from college representatives support the value of weighting courses and others assure that 
courses as currently labeled and weighted are sufficient. 


“Weighted GPA's are very helpful in giving us a quick glance into the rigor of a student’s 
curriculum. Appropriately weighted GPAs (Honors, AP, IB, etc) can also aid a student in 
qualifications for scholarships.” 


      -Anonymous, 4-year, non-Virginia, private institution 


“Thank you for asking for input regarding the naming and weighting of classes. For my college, 
we are very holistic and if we have strong information about some of the 'non-traditional' high 
level classes at your high school we would 'add' our own rigor to a student's merit ranking.” 


      -Anonymous, 4-year, non-Virginia, private institution 


 


Feels that MLWGS not weighting any honors courses will not potentially impact students                                                               
(One respondent replied “Yes, if the information is not clearly stated” raising percentage to 25%) 


The Importance of Counselor Ratings 


Approximately 54% of college representatives consider the counselor rating of curriculum to be an 
important factor when assessing a student’s curriculum choice, but two respondents commented that 
they cross-reference the rating with the transcript and school profile, and one stated that these ratings 
provide an assessment with the context of Maggie Walker and do not provide a comparison across high 
schools. Another respondent referenced using “school rankings” in addition to the school profile to 
ascertain high school rigor, and, therefore, counselor ratings were only somewhat important. Of note, 







two institutions indicated using self-reported grades and does not use a counselor report form and 
does not require letters of recommendation. 


 


Considers counselor ratings of student rigor as important factor 


Student Ratings 


As mentioned above, some institutions (seven on this survey) ask students to self-report all grades or a 
senior year course list. This requires students to assign a level of rigor to their courses. The Common 
Application (used by the vast majority of colleges asked for their feedback on this survey) asks all 
applicants to assign a rating to their senior year courses. Advanced Placement, Dual Enrollment, and 
Honors are the most recognizable (along with International Baccalaureate, A-levels, AICE which MLWGS 
does not offer). Accelerated was the next most recognizable (4) followed by Advanced (3). The following 
comment and others offer support for documenting the MLWGS recommendation for student-
designated course ratings: 


“Accel vs. Adv depends on the school report and their designation. They are the two most popular 
options above honors.” 


      -Anonymous, 4-year, non-Virginia, private institution 


Another comment offers additional labeling options (MLWGS already designates “topics” courses): 


“Some schools offer post-AP options or special topics courses that can get to an even higher 
level of rigor. We see this most commonly in Math and Science courses.” 


      -Anonymous, 4-year, non-Virginia, private institution 


 


Available rigor selections recognized by participating colleges 


Perspectives from college representatives can best be summarized from this comment: 


“We see many different designations - high honors, accelerated honors, advanced honors are 
examples of labeling classes that are more rigorous than honors-level courses but below college-
level courses. That being said, we defer to the school and adopt your recognitions of the weight 
of your classes in our evaluation process. So long as this information is clearly marked, we will 
follow suit.” 


      -Anonymous, 4-year, Virginia, public institution 







Additional Insights from College Representatives 


Additional helpful insights offered by college representatives include: 


“The best way for us to know and for you to communicate is to clearly list all information on the 
transcript or school profile and attach the school profile to the transcript when you submit it.” 
[which we do] 


      -Anonymous, 4-year, Virginia, private institution  


“Clear course designations/ratings on the transcript and a detailed explanation in the school 
profile or school report is always helpful.” 


     -Anonymous, 4-year, non-Virginia, public 


“If the weight is just not applied in the MLWGS reported GPA, that would have no impact. If 
course levels are not clearly labeled or explained, that could have a negative impact (as we may 
not realize that a course is at a certain level).” 


-Anonymous, 4-year non-Virginia private institution 


“While we anecdotally account for any level a student has taken, we only officially weight for 
Honors and AP/IB/Dual Enrollment levels. If a course level is defined by the high school as falling 
between honors and AP/IB/DE, we typically count it as honors (but will more subjectively account 
for the overall rigor).” 


      -Anonymous, 4-year non-Virginia private institution 


“On the other side of things, we are reviewing student activities sheet, essay, and 
recommendations again to get an idea of who [applicants] are academically and personally. 
Overall, the most successful students at Northeastern University are academically prepared and 
engages in the campus community.” 


      -Anonymous, 4-year, non-Virginia, private institution 


 “We want students to explore what they are interested in while also taking the highest level rigor 
they can handle. The academic piece is just one part of the large picture of the student.”  


     -Anonymous, 4-year, non-Virginia, private institution 


Conclusion 


The results in bold are data that support examining the course labeling and weighting at MLWGS. While 
the quality of education offered at our school is well-recognized, the quantitative and qualitative 
feedback on this survey indicate it would be advantageous for our students for MLWGS to better define 
the actual rigor presented within its array of courses. Having approximately a quarter of college 
representatives indicating that there could be potentially adverse impacts of not clearly labeling and 
weighting the most challenging honors courses is worthy of further examination. While counselors 
share anecdotal information about the rigor of challenging honors courses such as We the People, not 
all colleges request or read letters of recommendation. In the absence of clear, quantifiable measure 
through labeling and weighting on the transcript and school profile, courses that are designed to provide 
more challenge than a traditional honors course but are not designated as Advanced Placement or Dual 
Enrollment may not get credit for more than honors or be rated as “most rigorous” by colleges.  







For colleges that recalculate GPAs to an unweighted, clear labeling is more important than weighting. 
For colleges that use a weighted GPA, whether the one we provide or recalculated, not weighting 
honors courses that are designated as more challenging has the potential to adversely impact access to 
opportunities contingent upon GPA markers, such as scholarships and honor programs in addition to 
admission selection. 


Looking at the student survey on curriculum to identify which honors courses may offer more rigor than 
a traditional honors course it the next step examining potential updates to course labeling and 
weighting. Considering a new label for university-level courses may also be warranted. One label offered 
by a survey participate was “post-AP” which may be an option to consider. The Cambridge AICE program 
is also one that immerged as highly-regarded and may be worthy of exploration. 








Student Survey on Course Weighting


Purpose:


The purpose of the Student Survey on Course Weighting is to gather feedback from students on
Maggie L. Walker Governor’s School’s method of weighting courses. Student responses provide
insight into what motivates students to take certain courses, how GPA weighting influences
students’ course selections, and how students perceive course difficulty in comparison to GPA
weighting. This survey, along with the College Survey on Curriculum, will aid in guiding the
School Advisory Council’s recommendations for updated course labelings and weighting at
MLWGS.


Summary:


Student responses show that course weighting has a great influence on students’ course
selections. According to the data, course weighting and opportunities to increase students’ grade
point averages are larger motivators behind course selections than factors such as a desire for
academic difficulty or passion for the course content. Students at MLWGS are frequently
choosing AP and/or Dual Enrollment courses over Honors courses solely because of the
additional GPA weight. Students also identified several Honors, Plus, and UNIV level courses
that they feel are just as difficult or more difficult than some AP and Dual Enrollment courses at
MLWGS. In addition, many students expressed that the system of course weighting at MLWGS
is unclear and flawed, as the designated GPA weighting of many courses does not match the
actual rigor of the course. Another large factor that students identified is how course difficulty is
often influenced more by teachers than the curriculum. Overall, students feel that GPA weighting
should be more representative of academic rigor than it is at present.


Method:


This survey was created by members of the Policies and Curriculum Subcommittee on the
School Advisory Council (SAC). Only MLWGS sophomores, juniors, and seniors were
surveyed. Freshmen students were not surveyed, as they would not be able to accurately compare
the level of difficulty of Honors, Plus, and UNIV courses to that of AP and Dual Enrollment
courses. The survey link was posted on the respective Class of 2024, 2023, and 2022 Schoology
pages, and teachers within the English department were notified to ask students to complete the
survey. Responses were collected over a 5-day period, and 154 responses were recieved. While
the majority of responses were from seniors (82), several responses were collected from juniors
(41) and sophomores (31).







Results:


Motivations behind taking advanced courses


For this question, respondents were able to select multiple options to indicate more than one
motivator behind their course selections. Students also had the option to indicate other
motivators not already listed. Responses show that the largest motivator behind students’ choice
to take advanced/rigorous courses is “GPA Boost”, as 81.8% of respondents chose this option.
The next largest motivators are “course difficulty for college applications” and “college credit”
with 77.3% and 66.2% of responses respectively. Only 50% of respondents chose “love of the
content” as one of their motivators, and a mere 35.7% of respondents selected “academic
difficulty” among their options. Under ⅓ of respondents chose “family pressure”, “peer
pressure”, and “opportunity to take class from a specific teacher” as one of their motivators. Very
few respondents indicated additional motivators. Overall, factors pertaining to GPA weight,
college applications, and college credit are the largest motivators behind MLWGS students’
choices to take advanced courses.


What motivates students to take advanced/rigorous courses?


Influence of GPA weighting on course selections


Respondents were asked to rate, on a scale of 1-10, how much GPA weighting influences their
course selections. 1 indicates little to no influence and 10 indicates heavy influence. 22.6% of







respondents selected a number from 1-5, while the remaining 77.4% selected a number over 5
(6-10). The most common answer was 8, with 22.7% of respondents choosing this option. The
average value among the 154 responses was 6.8, indicating that GPA weighting has a fairly
heavy influence on students’ course selections.


On a scale of 1-10, how much does GPA weighting influence students’ course selections?


Difficulty of Honors courses in comparison to AP/Dual Enrollment courses


Respondents were asked which Honors courses they felt were just as or more difficult than
AP/Dual Enrollment courses at MLWGS. Below are the six most common responses:


1. Honors Global Studies (9 and 10) - 11.6%
2. Honors World Literature (9 and 10) - 7.1%
3. Honors Anatomy and Physiology - 7.1%
4. Honors Physics - 6.5%
5. Honors Topics and 20th Century United States History (Seminar) - 3.9%
6. Honors Precalculus - 3.9%


However, students that responded with “Honors Global Studies (9 or 10)” or “Honors World
Literature (9 or 10)” specified that the difficulty of the course is largely dependent on the teacher.
Respondents also indicated that the workload of Honors Anatomy and Physiology and the
curriculum of Honors Physics are comparable to that of an AP or Dual Enrollment course. While
many respondents identified Honors courses that they felt were just as or more challenging than
AP and Dual Enrollment courses, several other students stated that Honors courses at MLWGS
are not as difficult as AP and Dual Enrollment courses.







Difficulty of Plus courses in comparison to AP/Dual Enrollment courses


Respondents were asked which Plus courses they felt were just as or more difficult than AP/Dual
Enrollment courses at MLWGS. Out of the 87 respondents that indicated they have taken one or
more Plus classes at MLWGS, below are the three most common responses:


1. Precalculus Plus - 28.7%
2. Chemistry Plus - 18.4%
3. Physics Plus - 9.2%


Several students noted that Precalculus Plus felt more difficult than AP Calculus AB and that
Chemistry Plus felt more difficult than AP Chemistry. Overall, many students stated that the
math and science Plus classes were more challenging than many of the “easier” AP courses
offered at MLWGS.


Difficulty of UNIV courses in comparison to AP/Dual Enrollment courses


Respondents were asked which UNIV courses they felt were just as or more difficult than
AP/Dual Enrollment courses at MLWGS. Out of the 47 respondents that indicated they have
taken one or more UNIV classes at MLWGS, below are the three most common responses:


1. UNIV Multivariable Calculus - 23.4%
2. UNIV Introduction to Engineering - 17.0%
3. UNIV Senior Seminars - 10.6%


Several students noted that UNIV Multivariable Calculus and Engineering are just as difficult or
even harder than many AP and Dual Enrollment courses. Out of the responses that indicated that
Senior Seminars were comparable in difficulty to an AP or Dual Enrollment course, the most
common response was the “Age of Total War” seminar. However, several other students stated
that the UNIV Senior Seminars are not as challenging as AP or Dual Enrollment courses.


Preference for AP/Dual Enrollment courses over Honors courses


Approximately ⅔ of respondents indicated that they have opted to take an AP/Dual Enrollment
course over an Honors course solely because of the additional GPA weight at some point. This
supports the aforementioned data that shows GPA weighting is the most prevalent motivator
behind students’ course selections.







Have students ever opted to take an AP/Dual Enrollment course over an Honors course solely because of the
additional GPA weight?


Students were also asked how many AP/Dual Enrollment courses they chose over an Honors
course (due to the additional GPA weight alone). Nearly ⅓ of 97 respondents selected two,
22.7% chose 1, and 19.6% chose 3.


Thoughts and feedback


The final question on the survey asked students to leave any thoughts or comments they have
about GPA weighting at MLWGS. The responses can be separated into four groups with the
following themes: 1) weighting Plus courses, 2) weighting Honors courses, 3) making weighting
more representative of course difficulty, and 4) leaving the system as it is currently.







Student Feedback on GPA Weighting System at MLWGS


The 29.2% of students that stated that MLWGS should weight Plus courses noted that the
difficulty of Plus courses warrants additional GPA weighting, and without this weight, Plus
classes seem to be redundant. In addition, 2 respondents also stated that specifically STEM
students are put at a disadvantage when Plus courses are not weighted due to how challenging
the math and science Plus courses are. They believe that STEM students who choose to take Plus
courses because of their love of the content are negatively affected, as they often receive lower
grades than students in Honors math and sciences courses, and there is no GPA boost to offset it.
Approximately 8.3% of respondents stated that Honors courses at MLWGS should be weighted.
These students noted that MLWGS should follow suit with most other high schools and weight
Honors courses, even though every MW student is required to take classes at the Honors level.
They also mentioned that the lack of GPA weight for Honors courses leads to a large difference
in GPA between MW students and students at other high schools with less rigorous course
curriculums. 18.8% of students noted that GPA weighting should be more representative of
course difficulty. Of that 18.8%, 12.5% of respondents mentioned that the largest factor in course
difficulty is the teacher. Many students feel that they are at a disadvantage when they are
assigned to teachers with more challenging curriculums, as they often receive lower grades than
their classmates with less demanding teachers. Therefore, these students noted that GPA
weighting will never be truly standardized due to this factor. Exactly ⅓ of respondents stated that
the system that MLWGS currently uses for GPA weighting is fair and does not require revision.
Of these students, 12.5% specified that the issue lies within the atmosphere of needing a high
GPA, not the GPA weighting system itself. The remaining responses included feedback such as
suggestions to reevaluate the labels for UNIV level courses (as the difference between these
classes and Dual Enrollment classes is unclear) and comments stating that the MLWGS GPA
weighting system makes applying for scholarships and colleges more difficult.







Conclusion:


The data collected in this survey suggests that topics pertaining to course weighting need to be
reevaluated. Across the survey, the recurring theme of a lack of equivalence between course
difficulty and course weighting is apparent, and the atmosphere created by the heavy influence
that GPA has on students and their course selections should be noted.


Students have expressed that while they do not receive any additional GPA weighting, many
Honors and Plus courses are just as or even more difficult than some AP and Dual Enrollment
courses at MLWGS. Data also shows that many students have decided against taking one or
more honors classes due to the lack of additional GPA weight. The thoughts and feedback
section of the survey includes many student responses stating that Plus courses should be
weighted and a few responses mentioning that Honors courses should be weighted. The data
from the motivations behind taking advanced courses section of the survey also clearly shows
that students, and their course selections, are heavily influenced and impacted by GPA
weighting. Lastly, the survey also reveals discrepancies between different classes within the
UNIV level of courses. While students feel that many of these classes are just as or more difficult
than AP and Dual Enrollment courses, responses also show that there are several UNIV level
classes that are not nearly as challenging. The thoughts and feedback section of the survey
reinforces this, as several students commented on the lack of clarity within the UNIV course
level. Therefore, the findings of this survey indicate that both course weighting and labelings
should be reviewed and updated.








Final recommendation (Based on SAC data, student and parent focus groups, faculty sub-committee input)
Label Honors AP* Dual Enrollment*^ Intensive*^


Description


Honors encompasses two types of courses. First are core courses which all
students must take, oriented towards creating an experience which is inviting
and creates mastery even for those less interested in the subject matter.
Second are courses which indicate a special interest in a certain area of study
and may be more challenging than other honors courses, but do not rise to the
level of AP, Dual Enrollment, or Intensive courses. In this listing the first type
is before the slash, the second type after the slash.


Courses generated and taught
according to College Board's external
standards.


Courses audited and approved by local
universities for dual credit in their
departmental programs.


Faculty generated courses which provide
extremely significant and intense work on the
level of an AP or Dual Enrollment (or beyond)
and show exceptional student commitment to a
particular area of study.


GPA Adjustment 0 1 1 1


Representative Course
(Social Studies) Global Studies 10 / Modern Political Theory AP European History


None currently offered under existing
approval processes Genocide Studies


Representative Course
(Sciences) Chemistry / Chemistry + AP Biology VCU Biopsychology Seminar: Wilderness and America


Representative Course
(Mathematics) Precalculus / Precalculus + AP Calculus VCU Statistics Multivariable Calculus


Representative Course
(International Languages) Latin II / Pre-AP Spanish AP Spanish Literature


None currently offered under existing
approval processes Spanish Conversation


Representative Course
(English) British Literature / Creative Writing AP Language & Composition


None currently offered under existing
approval processes Seminar: London


Representative Course
(Fine Arts) Art I / Adv. Band AP Music Comp VCU Darkroom Photography Artist Orchestra, Art 4, Art 5


*would adhere to the same homework policies and weighting
^ no exam exemption


Development process involved with the “Intensive” label:


● The topic of our course labeling and weighting was studied by SAC last spring (college survey and student survey) and a proposal to move forward with a new label for
“University Level” courses that could be expanded to include other courses as well was submitted with a recommendation to consult teachers/curriculum leaders on the
details.


○ College survey summary: The survey conducted by SAC revealed that colleges find it helpful for there to be clear and quantifiable measure assigned to courses
that can help them determine course difficulty. In the absence of this, colleges could potentially fail to appropriately rate a student’s course selection (within the
context of what is offered at MLWGS) as high as it should be given the level of work required for some of our most challenging honors courses. Current
admissions practices do not always ensure receipt of school profiles and counselor letters to anecdotally explain the rigor of individual courses that are
designed to be upper level.


● A faculty sub-committee met approximately 5 times this fall to discuss potential possibilities for labeling and weighting. After discussing many potential descriptors, the
label of “Intensive” was discovered as a level already listed on the Common Application, and teachers on the committee agreed to this label with a 1.0 weight assigned to
it (the same weight as AP and DE). The idea is that this level would be for courses considered at or above the level of AP or Dual Enrollment and would require a
culminating assessment such as a final exam, capstone project, paper, contest, performance, portfolio, etc. from which students could not be exempt. The Intensive label
would replace “University Level” and other challenging honors courses across all departments would be invited to pursue the label.


● Two focus groups were held this fall, one for students and one for parents. While turnout was small, both groups were invested in having a label option that will help
convey the rigor of their course selection to colleges. The students present responded positively to the label and felt it would be an accurate descriptor of the workload
and objectives of upper level courses.


● The Intensive label has been discussed at two Leadership Team meetings and the following official description was presented at the December meeting:







○ Description for the 2023-2024 Course Catalog: Courses labeled “Intensive” are faculty-generated courses which allow students to demonstrate
dedication to a particular area of study through a rigorous examination of a topic. These courses require exceptional commitment and intense work
at or above the Advanced Placement or Dual Enrollment level. All Intensive level courses will include a discipline-appropriate culminating assessment
(e.g. research paper, presentation, portfolio, exam, or other capstone project) from which no student may be exempt.


● Teachers interested in having their challenging honors classes be re-labeled as “Intensive” with a 1.0 weight worked with their Department Chairs to complete google
form mentioned above as a way to formally request the label change. Forms were due January 9th, 2023.


● The new label was announced to the Regional School Board at the January 2023 meeting and introduced to students during course scheduling assemblies during the
week of January 23rd, 2023.


For additional information or background on this development, please contact Rachel Loving or Sam Ulmschneider. Dr. Loving and Mr. Ulmschneider are both
serving on the faculty sub-committee and the SAC sub-committee examining this topic. Mr. Ulmschneider developed the table above.







